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a b s t r a c t

Many countries include candidate photographs on ballots to facilitate autonomous, correct voting.
However, the possible unintended consequences of these aspects of ballot design have not been suffi-
ciently considered. We argue that photographs have the potential to increase ethnic voting, particularly
by priming individuals to consider identity when making their electoral decisions. We conducted an
experiment days prior to the 2011 Ugandan elections, in which subjects marked mock ballots including,
or excluding, candidate photographs. We find that photographs increased ethnic voting, and our evi-
dence indicates a priming effect, while ruling out learning as a likely alternate explanation. Subtle stimuli
at the end of a campaign can affect ethnic voting in developing countries by altering identity salience.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

While most countries hold elections, there is significant di-
versity in how citizens vote. Electoral institutions determine
whether voters choose between parties or individuals, andwhether
they make one or multiple choices per office. Voters also interact
with ballots in different ways; they might use pens, styluses, inked
fingers, or touch screens.

Yet another source of variation is themanner inwhich the choices
aredisplayed.More-limitedballotdesigns includeonly text indicating
candidates' names or parties. In other instances, there ismore textual
information, such as candidates' mailing addresses or occupations.
And visual features, such as party symbols and candidate images, are
prominent on many ballots, especially in the developing world
(Reynolds and Steenbergen, 2006). Advocates maintain that images
facilitate voting by those with limited literacy, access to information,
or previous voting experience (Smith et al. 2009). When images are
present, such thinking goes, voters simply need to remember their
favored candidate's face or party's symbol.

While designing voting technologies that accurately record
oehler), conroyk6@msu.edu
preferences is important,1 it is also necessary to consider that
certain information and images on ballots could have (presumably)
unintended consequences. Namely, these elements might affect
voting, not only by helping voters locate preferred choices, but also
by shaping those preferences. For example, parties' symbols could
provoke certain emotions or prime certain considerations (Conroy-
Krutz et al., 2015). There is also substantial research to suggest that
photographs on ballots might affect voter preferences. For example,
candidates' appearance might affect outcomes, with those
perceived to be more attractive performing better (Banducci et al.
2008; Buckley et al. 2007; Johns and Shephard, 2011).

Another way that ballot photographs could affect electoral
outcomesdand one that has,0 to our knowledge, not been stud-
ieddis by influencing rates of ethnic voting. We expect that such
photographs will increase the likelihood that individuals vote for
coethnics, when such candidates are available and in contexts in
which ethnicity is politically relevant. Further, these effects can
occur because photographs prime identity-based considerations.

This expectation stems from the fact that ballot photographs
contain a critical feature: eyes. A growing body of literature suggests
1 For research, see Ansolabehere and Stewart 2005; Carman et al. 2008; Herrnson
et al. 2012; Herron and Wand 2007; Reynolds and Steenbergen 2006; and Wand
et al. 2001.
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that individuals' behavior can be affected by images of eyes
“observing” them, even when it is clear that no actual humans can
see their actions (Bateson et al. 2013; BurnhamandHare, 2007). This
“watching eyes” effect operates in consistent ways, with subjects
exhibiting more pro-social behavior or actions in compliance with
prevalent norms (Nettle et al. 2012), suchasmaking largerdonations
in behavioral games (Burnham, 2003; Burnham and Hare, 2007;
Haley and Fessler, 2005; Nettle et al. 2012) or to actual charities
(Ekstr€om,2011;Powell et al. 2012)when in thepresenceof imagesof
eyes. In settingswhere support for ascriptive groups is rewarded and
expected, “watching eyes” could stimulate in-group loyalty. In other
words, ballot photographs canprime individuals toweight identity-
based considerations more heavily in their electoral decision-
making, resulting in higher rates of coethnic voting.

We conducted an experiment to test the effects of ballot pho-
tographs on ethnic voting in Uganda, just days prior to 2011 elec-
tions. Subjects marked different types of randomly assigned mock
ballots featuring actual candidates for two officesdMember of
Parliament (MP) and local district chairpersondwith some ballots
including candidate photographs.2

We find that photographs did significantly affect ethnic-voting
rates: subjects who received ballots containing candidate photo-
graphs voted for 27.0% more coethnics than those whose ballots
lacked them. Further, our results suggest that these effects occurred
because photographs primed ethnic considerations, as subjects in
photograph treatmentsweremore likely to stress theirethnic identity
over their Ugandan one. We find no evidence that photographs
increasedethnic votingbecause they helped subjects learnwhowas a
coethnic; subjects in photograph treatments were no better at iden-
tifying candidates' ethnicities.Whilewedonot claim fromthebasis of
these tests that ballot photographs can never provide ethnic infor-
mationdindeed, there were a priori reasons to expect that learning
wouldnotoccur inour studydwecanruleout learningasanalternate
explanation, providing further evidence of ballot photographs' po-
tential to affect ethnic voting by priming identity.

Our findings have significant theoretical and practical implica-
tions. First, we extend research on the “watching eyes” effect to
political outcomes, where it has not yet been studied. Second, we
contribute to studies of ethnic voting in the developing world by
highlighting the priming potential of cues. Despite significant
research in the United States (Berinsky and Mendelberg, 2005;
Brader et al. 2008; Huber and Lapinski, 2006; Hurwitz and
Peffley, 2005; McConnaughy et al. 2010; Mendelberg, 2001;
Valentino et al. 2002; White, 2007), priming has not been inte-
grated into studies of electoral decision-making more broadly.3

Further, our conclusions regarding priming are strengthened by
the fact that our tests rule out learning as an alternate explanation;
most studies of cue effects do not attempt to do so, meaning that
many scholars mislabel learning effects as priming (Lenz, 2009).

Practically, this paper contributes to a growing literature on
ballot design, some of which finds that ostensibly well-intentioned
innovations can have unforeseen consequences. The relationship
between ballot photographs and ethnic voting might be especially
important, given these visuals are most often used in developing
settings (Reynolds and Steenbergen, 2006), which also tend to have
higher potential for inter-ethnic tensions. In fact, countries that
include photographs on ballots have significantly higher
2 Subjects also marked ballots for president and district women's MP, but those
races are not analyzed here because the contests had no coethnics of subjects (the
former) or no ethnic variation among candidates (the latter). Subjects were
assigned to the same condition (i.e., photographs vs. no photographs) for all races in
which they “voted”.

3 For an exception, see Adida (2015).
ethnolinguistic fractionalization scores and more-fragile states
than those not using photographs.4 Policy makers including pho-
tographs on ballots with aims of increasing autonomous, correct
votingmight inadvertently be increasing the salience of ethnicity in
these potentially volatile settings.
2. Last-minute cues: how ballot imagery can affect electoral
choices

Casting a ballot correctly requires that citizens be able to locate
their favored choice on the paperdor, increasingly, screendand
know how to register their choice. However, citizens often face
barriers, such as illiteracy and lack of political knowledge, thatmake
correct voting difficult. Some countries allow voters to cast ballots
with the help of another individual, but such “assisted voting” is
prone to abuse. In the 2013 Zimbabwean election, for example, in
which President Robert Mugabe won an unexpectedly easy victory,
hundreds of thousands of voters, many of whom were reportedly
literate and pressured into accepting “assistance,” brought someone
with them to cast a ballot (Solidarity Peace Trust, 2013).

An alternate strategy for facilitating correct voting, which does
not threaten privacy or enable intimidation, is providing visual cues
on ballots. Graphics can illustrate how to fill out and cast ballots,
while symbols and photographs can represent each candidate,
party, or referendum option. An illiterate voter can then find a
preferred party by locating its symbol, or a preferred candidate by
recognizing his or her face. In systems using such images, campaign
paraphernalia often prominently display candidates' faces and
parties' symbols, and rallies and advertisements exhort supporters
to place their mark next to a particular symbol.

Democracy-promotion organizations therefore often recom-
mend including visual elements on ballots, especially in contexts
with widespread illiteracy (ACE Electoral Knowledge Network,
2011). According to data collected by Reynolds and Steenbergen
(2006), some 29% of sampled countries (N ¼ 102) use ballot pho-
tographs, while 62% use symbols. Indeed, they find that countries
that use either type of visual have significantly lower literacy rates
than those that do not.

However, while ballot cues can act as heuristics, they also have
the potential to affect citizen preferences directly, often in seem-
ingly unintended ways (Reynolds and Steenbergen, 2006; Smith
et al. 2009). First, citizens might respond positively or negatively
to symbols, thereby affecting assessments of the options those
images represent. For example, person-on-the-street interviews
conducted during Uganda's 2005 referendum on the return to
multipartyism suggested some voters were making choices based
on their feelings towards options' symbols. “You need a tree [rep-
resenting multipartyism] to build a house [representing retention
of the no-party system], so I chose the tree,” one voter said. “[A]ll
foods come from the tree … The house can easily collapse while a
tree will be there forever.” “I ticked the house because it looked
good,” another said. “I do not understand what it means” (Nyakairu
and Glauser, 2005).5 Others have found that ballot colorations can
affect vote choice (Garrett and Brooks, 1987).
Comparisons made with ballot data from Reynolds and Steenbergen (2006).
Fractionalization comparison significant at p ¼ .03 (.413 vs. .546) (data from Fearon
(2003)). Fragility comparison significant at p ¼ .00 (5.80 vs. 10.03, with higher
scores indicating more-fragile states) (data from Marshall and Cole (2014)).
Photograph-using countries are also more likely to have experienced significant
intrastate violence in the last twenty years (40.0% versus 27.8%), although the dif-
ference is not statistically significant (p ¼ .23) (data from Pettersson and
Wallensteen, 2015).

5 For a discussion of how symbol assignment to candidates in Tanzania affected
electoral outcomes, see Molnos (1965).
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Visual images can also prime. Certain criteria might increase in
salience when the ballot draws attention to them (Katz et al. 2011;
Meredith and Salant, 2013; Reynolds and Steenbergen, 2006). For
example, voters might weight gender more considerably when
candidate photographs are present; colorful party symbols, on the
other hand, might pull them in the direction of copartisans (Conroy-
Krutz et al., 2015). Certainly, many of these effects will be ephem-
eral. However, as Reynolds and Steenbergen note, “[s]ince the effect
is immediatedsymbols influence the vote choice right in the poll-
ing placedit does not matter that it is usually short-lived” (2006, p.
580). Theoretically, such effects could swing elections.
3. Ballots and the “watching eyes” effect

Among the ways that ballot imagery might affect votingdand
one that has, to our knowledge, gone uninvestigateddis by
affecting support for coethnics. Presumably, policy-makers include
images such as candidate photographs on ballots to facilitate
autonomous, correct voting, and not to affect ethnic voting. How-
ever, there are theoretical reasons to expect that photographs
might increase the number of people voting along ethnic lines.

We argue that photographs might prime voters to weight
identity considerations more heavily. Cues have the potential to
lead decision-makers to downplay, or even possibly ignore, some
criteria, in favor of something else (Iyengar and Kinder, 1987).
Politicians frequently attempt to shift emphases away from issues
onwhich they feel disadvantaged, and towards those onwhich they
would prefer voters focus (Iyengar and Simon 2000; Petrocik,
1996). Ethnic sentiments, in particular, can be primed by instru-
mentalist politicians (Bates, 1974; Chandra, 2004; Ferree, 2011;
Posner, 2005). Further, priming could occur without the intention
of any particular actor; research has shown that the presence of a
national flag (Carter et al. 2011) or the type of building in which
people vote (Berger et al. 2008) can affect electoral choices. Of
course, cues might not be able to prime individuals to consider
criteria that they had previously considered completely irrelevant.6

However, given the politicization of ethnicity in many countries
using ballot photographs, we can expect that the potential for
priming identity often exists. Cues, then, might cause individuals to
weight identity more than alternate decision-making criteria, such
as incumbent performance, partisanship, and policy platforms,
which are also often relevant to voters, even in settings where
ethnicity is salient (Bratton et al. 2012; Conroy-Krutz, 2013; Hoff-
man and Long, 2013; Keefer, 2010; Wantch�ekon, 2003; Weghorst
and Lindberg, 2013; Youde, 2005).

Photographs might prime identity considerations by increasing
voters' motivations to engage in pro-social behavior, which favors
in-group loyalty. The inclusion of photographs of candidates' faces
means that, when voters mark their ballots, they will see multiple
pairs of eyes. While such a feature likely seems anodyne to ballot
designers, research in myriad areas, including behavioral eco-
nomics, neuroscience, and evolutionary biology, suggests distinct,
predictable responses to the presence of eyes. Many animals rely on
non-vocal communication, much of which occurs through the eyes
(Emery, 2000). For example, dogs are significantly less likely to try
to steal food if they make eye contact with their owner (Call et al.
2003); chimpanzees behave similarly with peers (Hare et al.
2001). Humans, in particular, have long used such forms of
communication, and evolutionary psychologists suggest that early
6 With regard to identity, constructivist scholars tend to argue that elites cannot
necessarily activate every identity category of their choosing (Chandra, 2012).
Rather, it is more possible to mobilize around categories previously considered
somewhat politically relevant.
humans who could learn appropriate cues from potential compet-
itors' and cooperators' eyes enjoyed survival advantages (Cosmides
and Tooby, 1992). Over time, humans developed a neural architec-
ture dedicated to taking cues from eyes, to the extent that many
researchers argue that recognition of others' gaze generates invol-
untary, automatic responses (Emery, 2000; Haxby et al. 2000).

Among the most-recognized responses to the presence of
“watching eyes” is increased emphasis on other-regarding prefer-
ences. For example, “watched” subjects make significantly larger
distributions in dictator and public goods games (Burnham, 2003;
Burnham and Hare, 2007; Haley and Fessler, 2005; Nettle et al.
2012), as well as in real-world charity drives (Ekstr€om, 2011;
Powell et al. 2012). Others have found that eyes can increase
rates at which individuals clean up others' litter (Francey and
Bergmüller, 2012) and donate for drinks provided in a university
faculty common area (Bateson et al. 2006), while decreasing rates
at which they themselves litter (Bateson et al. 2013; Ernest-Jones
et al. 2011) or even steal bicycles (Nettle et al. 2012). The implica-
tions of such findings are broad, but to our knowledge, they have
not been extended to politics.

The mechanism behind the “watching eyes” effect is somewhat
unclear. Eyes might make individuals more likely to consider the
reputational costs of being caught while engaged in anti-social
behavior (e.g., littering, free-riding), while they also might make
individuals consider the costs of other forms of sanctioning that
might occur for breaking injunctive norms (e.g., against theft)
(Bateson et al. 2013). Regardless of the mechanism, it is important
to note that experimental subjects in “eyes-watching” treatments
should have no reason to consciously believe they are being
monitoredmore than those in a controldthese studies only involve
images of eyes, never an actual, present observer7dleading some to
conclude that the effect of eyes is neurologically hard-wired
(Burnham and Hare, 2007).

In many contexts, a salient form of pro-social behavior is loyalty
to an ethnic group. Norms might suggest that coethnics favor one
another in social interactions and material exchange (Foddy and
Yamagishi, 2009; Michelitch, 2015), while individuals will come
to expect preferential treatment from ethnic brethren (Jetten et al.
1996). Such in-group solidarity can emerge for various reasons,
such as a desire to avoid exploitation by another group (Hechter,
1975) or to establish welfare-enhancing reciprocal exchange
(Ekeh, 1974). Individuals who favor coethnics will accrue reputa-
tional benefits, and thus potentially receive reciprocal favors from
coethnics, or be subject to sanctioning for violating norms against
“defection” (i.e., favoring members of another group). Habyarimana
et al. (2009) find evidence of such favoritism in laboratory experi-
ments in Uganda: there, subjects playing a version of the dictator
game made larger donations to coethnics than they did to non-
coethnics when their identity was known to other players. Impor-
tantly, they also find that subjects only adhere to such norms when
their behavior is observable by others: in an anonymous version of
the same game, coethnic favoritism disappeared.

In the context of electoral behavior, individuals might be ex-
pected to vote for coethnics, when such candidates are available,
while politicians are expected to direct benefits to ethnic brethren
(Chandra, 2004). Given that ballots are generally secret, individuals
can violate these norms without fear of reputational costs or direct
sanctioning. However, if this non-transparency is threatened,
whether by political agents violating ballot secrecy or by cues that
give individuals a sense of being watched (e.g., images of eyes),
7 In one study, the eyes were not even human. Rather, they belonged to the
famed “Kismet” robot at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Burnham and
Hare, 2007).
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individuals will be more likely to adhere to locally defined pro-
social behaviors, and vote for coethnics. Thus, we expect that vi-
sual cues on ballots can prime individuals to consider identity,
thereby affecting ethnic voting rates.8

Cues have the potential to do more than prime identity con-
siderations. Consideringdand ruling outdpotential alternate ex-
planations for observed effects is important for establishing that
priming has occurred (Lenz, 2009). Notably, cues can also provide
new information. Theoretically, there are reasons to expect that
photographs might help voters distinguish between coethnic and
non-coethnic candidates, thus facilitating ethnic voting. Several
studies have found that facial phenotype conveys ethnic informa-
tion (Lu et al. 2006; Webster et al. 2004), while political scientists
have argued that information about a candidate's ethnic identity is
relatively cheap for voters to obtain, since they can ascertain it
visually (Chandra, 2004). Voters wishing to support a coethnic can
use this information, thereby reducing the probability that they
vote for a non-coethnic.

Cues might simultaneously prime and inform, but it is impor-
tant to note that the former might occur even if the latter does not.9

While there are theoretical reasons to expect that photographs can
convey candidate ethnicity, several factors might limit their infor-
mational effects. In many contexts, face alone might not provide
sufficient information for voters to assess candidate ethnicity.
Further, citizens might have already ascertained candidates' eth-
nicities by the time they interact with the ballot, at the end of a
campaign. However, if priming of ethnic considerations occurs,
citizens will weight whatever ethnic knowledge they possess about
candidates more heavily, leading to an increase in voting for
coethnics. In the following sections, we discuss our strategies for
measuring photographs' effects on ethnic voting, as well as those
for determining whether any observed differences are attributable
to priming and/or learning.
4. Case selection and the experiment

4.1. Country selection

We selected Uganda to test our theory, for a number of reasons.
First, it has a history of including various elements on ballots.
Candidate photographs first appeared on ballots in 1994, and party
symbols in 2006. It would not seem particularly odd to Ugandans to
mark ballots that included (or excluded) various visual elements.
Furthermore, the implications of including certain ballot features are
especially relevant in Uganda given variation in practice over time.

Second, ethnicity has been central to Ugandan politics since
independence. The country ranks as one of the most ethnically
diverse in the world (Posner, 2004: 856), with the largest group,
the Baganda, comprising only 16.9% of the population (2002
Census). Other major groups include President Yoweri Museveni's
Banyankole (9.5%), Basoga (8.4%), Bakiga (6.9%), Iteso (6.4%), and
Langi (6.1%).10 Ugandan parties have been structured along
regional, ethnic, and religious schisms (Kasfir, 1976). Two of the
8 This literature suggests that exposure to eyes will increase ethnic voting,
regardless of whose eyes are being shown. We might expect the effect to be even
stronger when the eyes belong to a coethnic, since individuals might find it espe-
cially psychologically difficult to vote against a coethnic when one is, essentially,
staring them in the face. However, since our photograph treatments only included
images of actual candidatesddoing otherwise would have limited ecological val-
idity and been ethically problematicdwe are not able to study the possible dif-
ferential effects of ethnic vs. non-coethnic eyes.

9 Learning without priming is also possible (Lenz, 2009).
10 No other group claimed more than 5.0% of the population; nearly half (45.8%) of
Ugandans are affiliated with one of these smaller groups.
earliest, the Uganda People's Congress (UPC) and the Democratic
Party (DP), eventually became associated with Northerners (i.e.,
Acholi and Langi) and Catholic Baganda, respectively. Ethnic
schisms were exacerbated by events such as the abolition of
traditional kingdoms in 1966, Idi Amin's violent purges against
Acholi and Langi soldiers in the 1970s, and President Milton
Obote's brutal counter-insurgency campaign that affected pri-
marily Baganda in the 1980s.

The Movement system, which Museveni established upon his
seizure of power in 1986, banned electioneering by parties, osten-
sibly in an attempt to de-ethnicize politics (Museveni, 1997).
Following the transition to multipartyism in 2006, Museveni's Na-
tional Resistance Movement (NRM) sustained a multiethnic base,
though one anchored in Western groups like the Banyankole and
Central groups like the Baganda. Opposition parties had even clearer
ethnic bases of support (Cheeseman and Ford, 2007). At least prior to
the 2011 elections, and a potential realignment amongst some
Northern groups (Conroy-Krutz and Logan, 2012), the main oppo-
sition Forum for Democratic Change (FDC) performed well among
Acholi, Langi, Iteso, and other Northerners, while the UPC and DP
remain largely Langi and Baganda parties, respectively.

However, Ugandans have exhibited a willingness to cross ethnic
lines during elections (Tripp, 2011: 54-6). After all, the two leading
candidates in the last three presidential contestsdMuseveni and
the FDC's Kizza Besigyedare both Westerners from closely related
groups. Together, they have won between 94 and 97% of the vote
since 2001, despite the fact that their groups comprise less than 10%
of the population.

This realitydpolitical salience of ethnicity, but demonstrated
willingness to cross ethnic lines in votingdmade Uganda an ideal
study site. Selection of a case at either extremedone in which
ethnicity is politically unimportant and one in which inter-ethnic
schisms are so deep as to prevent any cross-ethnic votingdwould
likely lead to Type II errors in our attempts to draw generalizable
lessons. If ethnicity is not an important electoral consideration,
then photographs should have no effect on ethnic voting. On the
other hand, if ethnicity is an overwhelming consideration, then no
element of ballot design is likely to change rates of ethnic voting.
Since most African electoral competitions fall somewhere between
these two extremesdethnicity being an important, but not
completely overriding considerationdan experiment in an area
falling close to either would be inadvisable.
4.2. Experimental design

To test the effects of ballot design on outcomes such as ethnic
voting, we conducted an experiment in Uganda in the days prior to
the country's 2011 elections. Subjects filled out sample ballots to
indicate preferences in four contests: president, MP, district chair-
person, and district women's MP.11 They used separate ballots for
each contest, a practice mimicking actual voting in Uganda.

Subjects were randomly assigned to photograph or non-
photograph conditions. We also designed the experiment to allow
us to test for the effects of party cues on party-based voting; those
results are reported separately in Conroy-Krutz et al. (2015).
Therefore, some ballots in each of these conditions included party
identifiers (i.e., names and symbols), while others did not, resulting
in four distinct ballot types (Appendix A). By randomly varying
11 Each of Uganda's 111 districts elects a chairperson. In addition, there is a
separate MP seat reserved in each district for women. Parliamentary and district
elections follow first-past-the-post rules in single-member districts. Presidential
and parliamentary elections were held on February 18, and district elections on the
23rd.
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ballot type, we could be confident that any observed differences in
outcomes across treatments could be attributed to the difference in
ballot design, rather than to other factors.

Subjects were assigned to the same ballot type for all four
contests (e.g., Ballot 4 for president, MP, district chair, and district
women's MP, etc.). The information provided across the treatments
always accurately portrayed the actual candidates. Given that ex-
periments on cues and ethnicity often use hypothetical candidates
(Carlson, 2015; Conroy-Krutz, 2013; Dunning and Harrison 2010;
Hoffman and Long, 2013) our design offers significant advantages in
terms of ecological validity.12

Early in the interview, subjects were asked to fill out the mock
ballots, in private.13 They then placed their ballots in envelopes,
which were serialized for later matching with de-identified
completed questionnaires.

4.3. Site selection

The experiment was conducted in one parliamentary constitu-
ency. Given our interest in ethnic voting, we needed an area in
which the candidate pool and electorate were both ethnically
diverse. Soroti County, in the Teso Sub-Region, fit both criteria. It is
ethnically dividedd69.1% is Iteso, while most of the remainder
(29.1%) is Kumam (2002 Census)dand we identified two contests
there in 2011dMP and district chairpersondthat included Kumam
and Iteso candidates.14

In the precolonial era, relations between Iteso and Kumam,
who speak different languages, were often hostile, with frequent
cattle-raiding (Vincent, 1977). In recent years, the Iteso-Kumam
division has been politically salient. In the last presidential elec-
tion before our experiment (2006), Besigye (FDC) won at every
polling station in Soroti County, but he did best in Kumam areas,
and there is a significant, positive correlation between Besigye
share at a polling station and Kumam share (r ¼ .375, p ¼ .00,
N ¼ 102 stations).15

In the 2006 MP election, the leading Kumam candidatedPeter
Omolo (FDC)dran strongest in Kumam areas, and there is a posi-
tive, significant relationship between Omolo's share at each polling
station and Kumam share in that polling station's parish (r ¼ .609,
p ¼ .00). However, some significant portion of Iteso voters was
willing to support a Kumam candidate; Kumams represent less
than one third of the constituency's population, yet Kumam can-
didates won 72% of the vote.16 To measure more precisely rates of
12 Our ballots did differ from actual ones, by lacking the official Electoral Com-
mission seal and by being marked as “Sample Ballots.” Subjects were also reminded
at the beginning and close of the survey that the ballots they marked were not real.
We did not want any subjects to eschew casting a real ballot because they thought
they had done so through our experiment.
13 Subjects might have been able to see enumerators or others while they marked
their ballots, but their choices were, by design, non-transparent. Any violations of
these rulesdand none were reported by enumeratorsdshould have been orthog-
onal to the treatment. Therefore, the only between-treatment source of variation in
subjects' sensedconsciously or notdof being “watched” as they made their choices
was the presence of candidates' photographs.
14 In the MP contest, Kumam candidates included Peter Omolo of the FDC (the
incumbent), Vincent Enomu (NRM), and Simon Peter Ebitu (independent), while
Iteso candidates included Engirot Lawrence Okae (UPC), Raphael Okoropot (DP),
Jimmy Oriokot (People's Progressive Party, PPP), and independents Samuel Anyolo,
John Lule, and William Obit. In the district chairperson contest, George Michael
Egunyu (NRM) and Napoleon Martina Oliba (UPC) were Kumam, while Daniel Ediau
(FDC), and independents Leonard Otekat Ekapu, George William Okwaput, and
Jorem Obicho Opian were Iteso. All candidates for district women's MP were Iteso,
while there were no Kumam or Iteso presidential candidates.
15 Ugandan counties are divided into sub-counties, then parishes. Ethnic data
were only available at the parish level; Soroti parishes in 2006 had between two
and six stations apiece.
16 Omolo won 62%, while the other Kumam candidatedAteker Ejaludwon 10%.
ethnic voting in Soroti County's recent past, we utilize King's (1997)
ecological inference method to generate point estimates of the
share of Kumams and Iteso voting for each candidate at each polling
station.17 Not surprisingly, candidates performed better with
coethnics.18 The estimated mean share of Kumams voting for
Kumam candidates was .88 (SD ¼ .006), while Kumam candidates'
estimated mean share among Iteso was .65 (SD ¼ .002).19 The
estimated mean shares for the Iteso candidates20 were .33
(SD ¼ .002) among coethnics and .09 (SD ¼ .005) among non-
coethnics. In sum, ethnicity appears to have political salience in
Soroti, yet schisms between Kumam and Iteso residents are not so
stark as to prevent cross-ethnic voting.
4.4. Subject selection

Subjects were selected through a multi-stage design. The first
involved the selection of forty-five Enumeration Areas (EAs) in
Soroti County, with probability of selection directly proportional to
an EA's population (2002 Census). Selected EAs cover all seven sub-
counties and nineteen of the twenty-six parishes in Soroti County
(Appendix B). Within selected EAs, interviewers selected house-
holds via a random-walk pattern, while subjects were recruited
from selected households using a Kish grid. Subjects had to be at
least eighteen years old, a Ugandan citizen, and able to participate
in an interview conducted in English, Iteso, or Kumam. 93.4% of
those selected consented and completed the survey. Surveys were
conducted between 10 February and 17 February 2011.

We are not aware of any specific issues that would suggest that
our results should not be generalizable (Kam et al. 2007), though
we cannot be certain about the extent to which they apply to other
populations. Soroti County is somewhat poorer and slightly less
literate than the rest of Uganda (2002 Census), and our sample is
not fully representative of Soroti County.21 Regardless of the spe-
cific sample employed, our theoretical argument and experimental
evidence have general implications.

Finally, we check for statistical balance across conditions in our
generated sample for observables that we did not expect would be
affected by the treatments, but which could theoretically affect
outcomes of interest. These variables include demographics (sex,
age, wealth, ethnicity, education); 2006 presidential vote; need for
assistance when voting in the previous election; political knowl-
edge; English-language ability; and media consumption.22 The lack
of significant differences between photograph and non-photograph
conditions (Appendix D) suggests that any observed treatment ef-
fects were not likely driven by confounders.
17 Since there are not reliable estimates of turnout at each station, the analysis
assumes no significant differences across ethnic groups in turnout rates.
18 The exception was Ateker, whose estimated mean share was higher among
Iteso (.12, SD ¼ .001) than among fellow Kumams (.05, SD ¼ .003). This was likely
due to the fact that Kumam support is particularly strong for the FDC, and Ateker
was the NRM candidate.
19 Means weighted by votes cast per station.
20 Samuel Anyolo (independent) and Engirot Lawrence Okae (UPC).
21 Serial numbers on questionnaires were used to select subjects (N ¼ 707), using
Kish grid requirements. However, we also used serial numbers to assign treatments,
which resulted in an unexpected interaction. Namely, some positions on the grid
did not have equal probabilities of assignment to each treatment. Appendix C in-
cludes details of this issue and our devised strategy for addressing it. Analyses only
include subjects from grid positions that had an equal probability of being assigned
to comparison conditions (N ¼ 256). While this maintains the experimental design,
it costs statistical power and places some limitations on external validity, since the
analysis population is not representative of the local population at the within-
household level.
22 For details on these variables, and the logic for their inclusion, see Appendix D.



Table 1
Effects of photographs on ethnic voting, identity, and knowledge.

(A) Ethnic voting (B) Priming (C) Learning

Photographs .57 (.24)** .50 (.25)** .04 (.40)
Party Cues �.51 (.26)** �.35 (.26) .38 (.42)
Female �.06 (.25) .22 (.26) �.77 (.42)*
Age �.03 (.01)*** .00 (.01) �.01 (.01)
Iteso �1.54 (.26)*** .11 (.26) �.34 (.42)
Reads English .00 (.26) �.36 (.26) .33 (.42)
Constant 8.62 (.82)
Cut Points �2.53 (.54) �1.72 (.52)

�.69 (.52) �1.36 (.52)
1.36 (.52)
2.43 (.54)

N 255 255 255
Model ologit ologit ols

Notes: Cell entries represent coefficient estimates, with standard errors in paren-
theses. Outcome variables are: (A) votes for coethnics; (B) importance of ethnic vis-
�a-vis national identity; and (C) correct coding of candidates' ethnicities. Results are
for the MP and district chairperson candidates. Respondents who were neither Iteso
nor Kumamwere dropped from the analysis for each of the three outcomes. *p < .10,
**p < .05, ***p < .01 (two-tailed tests).
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5. Effects of cues on ethnic voting

Ourprimarydependentvariable is totalvotes for coethnics.23 Local
researchassistantscodedtheethnicityof all relevant candidates.24We
thenmatched subjects' self-reported “tribal identity” against those of
candidates for whom they voted. For each contest, subjects were
coded as1 if they voted for a coethnic candidate and0 if they voted for
anon-coethnic candidateordidnot vote.25 The indicators for coethnic
voting in theMP contest and in the district chairperson contest were
summed to produce the overall measure of ethnic voting.

We find that subjects in the photograph condition voted for an
average of .94 (95% CI [.80, 1.08]) coethnics across the two races,
while those in the non-photograph condition voted for .74 (95% CI
[.61, .87]) (t ¼ 2.05, p ¼ .04); in other words, including photographs
increased ethnic votingby27.0%. To obtainmoreprecisemeasures of
photographs' effects, we run an ordered logit model with a number
of controls, including measures of whether ballots included party
symbols, and subject age, sex (female), ethnicity (Iteso), and ability
to read English. The coefficient on the photographs indicator is
positive and significant (p ¼ .02) (Table 1, Column A).26

6. Evaluating explanations: priming or learning?

In the next sections, we evaluatewhether the observed effects of
ballot photographs on ethnic voting can be attributable to priming,
learning, or both. Evaluating causal mechanisms is difficult with
respect to inference (Green et al. 2010; Imai et al. 2011). We do,
however, identify suggestive evidence of mediation, by examining
whether our treatments influence ethnic salience or knowledge,
the hypothesized mediating variables.

6.1. Priming

Our theory holds that ballot photographs can increase ethnic
voting by priming individuals to consider ethnicity more in their
electoral decision-making. We attempt to measure priming by
examining differences in ethnic identification across treatments.27

If photographs prime ethnic considerations, and thus increase
support for coethnics, we should also observe treatment-induced
differences in the strength of subjects' ethnic attachments. Sub-
jects who filled out ballots with photographs would demonstrate
stronger ethnic sentiments than those who did not.

To measure these sentiments, subjects were asked to weigh the
value of their ethnic versus national identities. Individuals had the
option of identifying as “only Ugandan” (coded as 0), “more
Ugandan than [ethnic group]” (1), “equally Ugandan and [ethnic
group]” (2), “more [ethnic group] than Ugandan” (3), and “only
[ethnic group]” (4).28 Higher values indicate greater ethnic salience.
Eifert et al. (2010) use the same type of question to assess the effects
23 English-language wordings for relevant questions are reported in Appendix E,
while descriptive statistics for dependent variables are presented in Appendix F.
24 In cases of inter-coder discrepancy, candidates' family members were
interviewed.
25 Our results are similar when subjects who did not vote are dropped.
26 These results hold in the absence of the subject-level controls (Appendix G). In
addition, we find no significant difference in the effects of photographs on ethnic
voting depending on the presence of party cues. We run a model in which we
interact the photograph and party cues indicators. The coefficient on the photo-
graph indicator remains significant, but the interaction is not (Appendix H, Column
A).
27 Our strategy is thus similar to White (2007), who measures how racial cues
affect in-group identification and, in turn, attitudes.
28 We recoded fourteen individuals who answered “don't know” to this question
as “equally Ugandan and [ethnic group].” However, the results are similar if we
exclude these individuals.
of political competition on ethnic salience in Africa.29

Subjects in the photograph condition (2.14) (95% CI [1.97, 2.32])
were significantly more likely than those in the non-photograph
condition to emphasize their ethnic identity over their national
one (1.88) (95% CI [1.68, 2.08]) (WilcoxoneManneWhitney test,
z¼ 1.89, p ¼ .06). The average score on the ethnic-identity measure
is 13.8% higher amongst those who received ballots with photo-
graphs. Ordered logit analysis with controls also produces a posi-
tive, significant coefficient on the photograph indicator (p ¼ .05)
(Table 1, Column B). In sum, the evidence provides support for our
argument that cues can affect voting by priming ethnic identity.
6.2. Learning as an alternate explanation

Given that priming and learning can be observationally
equivalent, it is important to consider the latter as a possible
alternate explanation for the effects of ballot photographs on
ethnic voting. A priori, we had several reasons to expect that
ballots would not help subjects learn candidates' ethnicities. First,
photographs simply might not convey much ethnic information in
many contexts. Images might be too small, or phenotypical dif-
ferences between groups not sufficiently significant. Indeed, there
is evidence that photographs are not tremendously useful as in-
dicators of ethnicity in Uganda; subjects in Habyarimana et al.'s
(2009) experiments only correctly identified others' ethnicities
from photographs about 29% of the time (p. 54).30

Second, voters in the real world mark ballots after a campaign,
during which they have often been bombarded with rallies, ad-
vertisements, and personal discussions about candidates. After
such a period, learning candidates' identities from ballots might be
unlikely because of a ceiling effect. Studies on ballots' potential as
information-providers should therefore be conducted near cam-
paigns' end; those conducted earlier are likely to find effects that
will be significantly greater than are likely to be found in actual
voting booths. For this reason, we conducted our study within a
week of the election, which further minimized the likelihood of
learning, while also increasing ecological validity.
29 Although they do not reference “priming,” one of their possible pathways
through which electoral competition could increase ethnic saliencedthrough
politicians' playing of the “ethnic card”dmight constitute priming.
30 However, it is important to note that their study was conducted in a different
context (i.e., Kampala), which is significantly more diverse, with a subject pool that
included few Iteso and Kumams.
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To check on the possibility that learning did occur in our study,
we measure subjects' post-treatment knowledge of candidates'
ethnic identities. After subjects had “cast” their ballots, they were
shown blank ballots, of the same type they had just been asked to
complete. They were then asked a series of questions about each
candidate.31 In other words, subjects in the photograph conditions
were looking at photographs both when they marked their ballots
and again when asked about the ethnicity of each candidate, while
those in non-photograph conditions never saw candidate photo-
graphs at any stage in the process. Subjects were asked to identify
each candidate's ethnicity. Correct answers were coded as 1, and
incorrect answers or “don't know” responses as 0. These scores
were then summed for all fifteen MP and district chair candidates.

We find no significant difference in subject knowledge of
candidate ethnicity across conditions. The mean knowledge scores
for photograph and non-photograph treatments were 8.08 (95% CI
[7.52, 8.63]) and 8.04 (95% CI [7.48, 8.60]), respectively (t ¼ .09,
p ¼ .93). Similarly, OLS regression including controls yields null
results (p ¼ .92) (Table 1, Column C).32 These null results remain
when we disaggregate our outcome measure into knowledge of
different types of candidates: photographs did not help subjects
learn about only their preferred candidates, only non-preferred
candidates, only major party candidates, or only non-major party
candidates (Appendix H, Columns B-E).33

Despite our study's timing, our null results do not appear to be
driven by ceiling effects. While most subjects in the control had the
necessary information to vote for a coethnic if they wanted tod91%
could identify at least one coethnic in the MP race, while over
three-quarters (80%) could do so for the district chair racedthere
was substantial room for knowledge improvement among that
group.34 Also, the difference between the photograph and non-
photograph groups in mean knowledge is negligible (.03), so we
would expect null results even with a larger sample.35

Our findings should not be interpreted as suggesting that ballot
photographs never provide information about candidate ethnicity.
Theoretically, such effects are possible if faces do convey more
distinctive information about ethnic identity than theymight have in
the context of Soroti, or if citizens cannot or choose not to learn about
candidatesprior to interactingwith theballot.However,weareable to
rule out learning in this case, which adds further weight to our
argument about the potential priming effects of ballot photographs.

6.3. Alternative explanations and additional evidence on cues and
ethnic voting

In this section we discuss additional analyses to further probe
31 We instructed interviewers to point to the relevant candidate as they asked
each question; protocols stipulated that interviewers provide no assistance when
subjects marked ballots.
32 A similar analysis including candidates for women's MP (i.e., a pool of twenty-
three, rather than just the fifteen MP and district chair candidates) also yields null
results (t ¼ .31, p ¼ .76).
33 In our study, 97% of subjects could correctly identify at least one coethnic,
which is a requirement for priming ethnicity. Voters do not need to be fully
informed about all, or even most, candidates' ethnic identities for a priming
mechanism to work. Rather, the only necessary condition, in addition to ethnicity
being a politically relevant factor, is that the voter must know the ethnic identity of
at least one coethnic candidate. Raising (or lowering) the salience of ethnicity in the
voter's electoral decision-making process can then increase (or decrease) the
probability that the voter supports that candidate.
34 Subjects who received ballots with only candidates' names could identify the
ethnicity of an average of 7.8 of the fifteen MP and chair candidates.
35 Our results also hold across all models regarding vote choice and candidate
knowledge if we treat subject-election as the unit of analysis. These analyses treat
each race as a distinctive choice facing voters and each candidate pool as a separate
entity about which voters might have varying levels of knowledge (Appendix I).
whether priming is the likely cause of the increased ethnic voting
we observe.

First, we consider whether subjects might be using photo-
graphs to locate pre-preferred candidates. Under this scenario,
subjects would not be learning about candidates from the pho-
tographs. Rather, they would already have been planning to vote
for a coethnic, and the photographs would guide them toward that
choice better than text alone. Subjects without photographs would
be more prone to error. Given our finding that exposure to pho-
tographs increased ethnic salience, this does not seem a likely
explanation; however, we check on it through various strategies.
Although we cannot test this possibility directly without a pre-
treatment measure of candidate preference, we can examine
whether 1) photographs improved subjects' abilities to read the
ballot, 2) effects were larger amongst those more likely to need
photographs to locate pre-preferred candidates, and 3) photo-
graphs increased the probability that subjects voted for candidates
who were in line with their likely pre-treatment preferences. We
see no evidence that photographs increased subjects' likelihood of
marking the ballots (Appendix H, Column F) or their reported ease
of reading the ballots (Appendix H. Column G). These objective
and subjective measures do not suggest that photographs signifi-
cantly improved subjects' abilities to use the ballots. We also see
no evidence that the treatment's effects were larger for the sub-
jects most likely to need photographs to help them locate pre-
preferred candidates, as we find no significant heterogeneous ef-
fects on the basis of literacy or political sophistication (Appendix
H, Columns H & I).

If visual cues alter vote choice because they help individuals
identify pre-preferred candidates, then we should expect greater
alignment between subjects and their vote choice along multiple
dimensions when they receive ballots with such cues. However,
photographs had no effect on the match between subjects' stated
party preferences and the party they voted for (Appendix H, Col-
umn J).36 Likewise, an alternate visual cue, party symbol, did not
increase co-ethnic voting (though it did increase partisan voting)
(Conroy-Krutz et al., 2015). Visual cues do not seem to increase
“correct voting” per se, but rather they seem to improve alignment
only along the particular dimension being emphasized, as one
might expect if priming were the mechanism.

This criteria-specific effect becomes more apparent when
different criteria are in conflict. According to our theory, in cir-
cumstances where coethnicity and copartisanship cross-cut, pho-
tographs should make ethnicity more salient and increase the
probability of ethnic voting, at the expense of partisan voting. Thus
we should see an increase in ethnic voting and a decrease in
partisan voting. Similarly, party cues should prime partisanship and
increase partisan voting at the expense of ethnic voting.

We test these predictions by examining, by itself, the district
chairperson contest, inwhich the twomajor-party candidates came
from different ethnic groups.37 There, a Kumam candidate (George
Michael Egunyu) stood for the NRM, and a member of the Iteso
group (Daniel Ediau) was the candidate of the FDC. An analysis on
36 Since partisan identification is measured post-treatment, it is possible that
responses are biased. Reported past behavior is less likely to be biased by treat-
ments, and thus we also asked subjects to identify how they voted in 2006 in the
MP race. Again, we find no relationship between photographs and the likelihood
that a subject voted for the same party in both 2006 and 2011 (Appendix H, Column
K). And photographs also do not affect the probability that a subject who voted for
Omolodthe only major-party candidate to appear on the ballot in both elec-
tionsdin 2006 did so again in 2011 (Appendix H, Column L).
37 We define major-party candidates as those from the NRM and FDC. Together,
these two parties claimed 95.7% of the presidential vote in Soroti District in 2011.
Both major-party candidates for MP were Kumam.
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cross-pressured subjects (i.e., those who could vote for a copartisan
or coethnic major-party candidate, but not both) demonstrates that
photographs increased coethnic support and decreased copartisan
support. In other words, photographs caused individuals to support
non-copartisan, coethnic candidates (Appendix H, Column M).
Furthermore, in other research based on these experimental data
(Conroy-Krutz et al., 2015), we find that party identifiers signifi-
cantly increased partisan voting and decreased ethnic voting
among cross-pressured individuals.38 Taken together, these results
suggest that the type of cue matters for the type of voting that
results. Cues caused individuals to change their preferences based
on which candidate attribute is highlighted.

Finally, our theory suggests that exposure to photographs will
cause individuals of different ethnicities to prefer different candi-
dates. That is what we find. When we interact the photograph in-
dicator with an indicator for ethnic groupmembership, we find that
photograph remains a positive and significant predictor of ethnic
voting, but the interaction term is not significant (Appendix H,
Column N). In other words, there is no significant difference be-
tween ethnic groups in the effect of photographs on ethnic voting.
This suggests that photographs caused Kumam subjects to prefer
Kumam candidates and Iteso subjects to prefer Iteso candidates,
rather than causing Kumam and Iteso subjects to prefer the same
candidates irrespective of ethnicity.39

In sum, the effects of photographs on ethnic voting seem to be
the result of the specific ethnic identities they invoke and not due to
generic changes in candidate preferences. Furthermore, photo-
graphs increased the identity salience. The evidence presented here
indicates that photographs on ballots increased ethnic voting,
whichmost likely occurred because the photographs primed ethnic
considerations.
7. Conclusion

Democracy requires that all citizens have the ability to express
their political preferences, freely and autonomously, on election
day, and that those preferences will be recorded accurately. With
this in mind, many countries, especially in the developing world,
where significant proportions of the electorate have limited literacy
and political knowledge, include certain visual elements on their
ballots, to augment basic textual instructions and options. The logic
behind these features is that they should facilitate electoral
participation by those who would otherwise feel unable, by
allowing them to feel more confident that they can register their
choices without error. There is a possibility, however, that these
elements not only facilitate the registering of voters' preferences,
but also shape preferences in potentially unanticipated ways.

We hypothesize in this project that the inclusion of certain ele-
mentsdspecifically, candidate photographsdon ballots will impact
rates of ethnic voting, a topic of central concern in many developing
countries. Photographs have the potential to prime ethnic consider-
ations, by encouraging pro-social behavior and actions conforming
with prevalent norms, such as supporting coethnics. In short, pho-
tographs could make it more likely that individuals weight ethnic
38 We caution that we cannot be certain that these changes in copartisan voting
occurred because of switches from non-coethnic to coethnic candidates, or that
changes in coethnic voting occurred because of switches from non-copartisan to
copartisan candidates. We also note that our measure of subject partisanship could
have been affected by post-treatment bias.
39 Furthermore, our results are not being driven by a particular candidate. When
we drop each of the candidates individually, the coefficient on the indicator for
photographs is consistently negative. In all fifteen resulting regressions the p-value
remains below .10, and in thirteen cases it remains below .05. These results are
notable given the lower power due to smaller sample sizes.
criteria more heavily that alternate decision-making criteria, such as
partisanship or incumbent performance.

To test our hypotheses on the effects of ballot design on ethnic
voting, we conducted a survey experiment in rural Uganda just days
before the country's February 2011 general elections. We find that
photographs onmock ballots increased ethnic voting rates by 27.0%,
and that subjects in the photograph condition were subsequently
more likely to stress their ethnic identity, rather than their Ugandan
one. Finally, we can rule out learning as an alternate explanation for
these effects, as photographs do not seem to have increased sub-
jects' knowledge of candidates' ethnic identities.

Our study has a number of important theoretical and practical
implications. First, we situate our study of ballot design in a broader
literature on the effects of cues on decision-making and demon-
strate that priming can be responsible for variation in ethnic voting
in the developing world. A significant literature has focused on
priming effects in advanced democracies, but such a focus has been
largely absent from the developing world (cf. Adida, 2015). Those
studies on how brief stimuli can affect ethnic voting have typically
assumed that such cues help voters learn about candidate ethnicity
and/or alternate decision-making criteria (Conroy-Krutz, 2013;
Dunning and Harrison 2010; Hoffman and Long, 2013); they have
not considered and ruled out possible priming effects, which is
important, given that cues can theoretically have both effects (Lenz,
2009). Further, our study measures priming directly, by examining
how cues affect ethnic salience, which has not been done in other
studies in the developing world.

Next, practitioners must consider the full range of possible ef-
fects of ballot design, including ostensibly unintended ones.
Experimental studies in the context of the developing worlddthe
very places where elaborate ballots aremost commondare lacking,
and thus our knowledge of the full benefits and costs of including
visual elements, such as party symbols and candidate photographs,
on ballots is limited. In an observational study, Reynolds and
Steenbergen (2006) find that elaborate ballots are not associated
with significantly lower spoilage rates in contexts of low literacy,
leading them to ponder whether the costs associated with such
design, in terms of the financial expense of printing intricate, color
ballots and the possibility that cues could affect voters' choices, are
justifiable. Our findings lend additional weight to such cautions:
interventions intended to strengthen democracy by improving
election quality and facilitating autonomous participation might
also be encouraging individuals to emphasize ethnic attachments
over other potential decision-making criteria, such as incumbent
performance and policy positions.
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Appendix A. Images of treatment features for MP contest
Appendix B. Maps of research sites



Names Age Last digit on the questionnaire

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2. 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
3. 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1
4. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2
5. 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3
6. 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1
7. 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5
8. 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4
9. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2
10. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Treatments assigned [not included in instructions] 2 � 4 1 2 3 � 1 4 3.
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Appendix C. Interaction between Kish grid selection of
subjects and treatment allocation

A Kish grid was used to select individuals at the household level.
The Kish grid uses a pre-assigned table of random numbers and is
often used because it is a simple way to generate a representative
sample, especially where enumerators lack access to random
number generators on site. The instructions and Kish grid that
appeared on our questionnaire are reproduced below. Household
members were listed in order of age, and then the last digit of the
questionnaire was used to identify which individual on the list was
to be interviewed.

The treatment conditions were also assigned based on the last
digit of the questionnaire. Questionnaires ending in 4 and 8 were
randomly assigned to Treatment 1, those ending in 1 and 5 to
Treatment 2, those ending in 6 and 0 to Treatment 3, those ending
in 3 and 9 to Treatment 4. Those ending in 2 and 7 were assigned to
a fifth treatment with only the candidate name and party name (no
party symbol and no photograph), and thus questionnaires ending
in 2 and 7 are excluded from this analysis because there is no
comparison treatment with a photograph.

After the fact, we realized that the overlap in the two procedures
created an unanticipated interaction, such that some positions on
the Kish grid did not have equal probabilities of being assigned to
each treatment. We respond to this issue in a way that maintains
the experimental design by excluding observations that did not
have equal probabilities.

Our strategy restricts the analyses to those individuals who had
an equal chance of being assigned to comparable treatments by
virtue of their position in the Kish grid. This approach maintains the
experimental design, but does cost us considerable statistical power,
in that it reduces the number of observations in the analyses by over
50%. It also limits external validity, in that the analysis population is
not representative of the population at the within-household level.
Kish grid placement is determined by the number of individuals, and
age rankings, within a household, so some demographics were more
likely to be included than others, although differences between
demographics are not large. For example, subjects included in our
analysis were 48% male, 63% Iteso, and had an average age of 36,
while those in the corresponding representative sample were 51%
male, 64% Iteso, and had an average age of 35. The gender compo-
sition of the population included in our analysis is not significantly
different than that of the total subject population.

We describe in greater detail how we determined who should
be included in the analysis for the comparison used in the paper:
that of no photographs (Treatments 1 and 3) compared to photo-
graphs (Treatments 2 and 4).

1 Single-member households: All individuals had an equal
chance of being assigned to Treatments 1, 2, 3, or 4 and were
included in the analysis.

2. Two-member households: None of the individuals in these
households had an equal chance of being assigned to com-
parable treatments, and all were excluded.

3. Three-member households: Individuals listed first on the
Kish grid (i.e., the oldest) had an equal chance of being
assigned to Treatment 1 or 2 if their questionnaires ended in
4 or 1, and those individuals were included. Individuals listed
second on the Kish grid had an equal chance of being
assigned to Treatment 1 or 2 if their questionnaires ended in
8 or 5, and those individuals were included. Individuals listed
third on the Kish grid had an equal chance of being assigned
to Treatment 3 or 4 if their questionnaires ended in 6 or 3,
and those individuals were included. Individuals occupying
other spaces on the Kish grid did not have an equal chance of
being assigned to comparable treatments with and without
photographs, and were excluded from the analysis.

4. Four-member households: None of the individuals in these
households had an equal chance of being assigned to com-
parable treatments, and all were excluded.

5. Five-member households: None of the individuals in these
households had an equal chance of being assigned to com-
parable treatments, and all were excluded.

6. Six-member households: None of the individuals in these
households had an equal chance of being assigned to com-
parable treatments, and all were excluded.

7. Seven-member households: Individuals listed third on the
Kish grid had an equal chance of being assigned toTreatment
1 or 2 if their questionnaires ended in 8 or 1, and those in-
dividuals were included. Individuals listed fifth on the Kish
grid had an equal chance of being assigned to Treatment 3 or
4 if their questionnaires ended in 0 or 3, and those in-
dividuals were included. Individuals occupying other spaces
on the Kish grid were excluded.

8. Eight-member households: None of the individuals in these
households had an equal chance of being assigned to com-
parable treatments, and all were excluded.

9. Nine-member households: None of the individuals in these
households had an equal chance of being assigned to com-
parable treatments, and all were excluded.

10. Ten-member households: There were no households with
ten or more members.

Respondent selection e kish grid;
In order to determine whom I should interview from this

household. Can you please tell me the names and ages of all the
adults aged 18 years and above who have/are living here consec-
utively for the last 6 months and are not visitors.

1. List all adults aged 18 and above living in the household and their
ages from the oldest to the youngest in sections a & b below.

2. Take the last digit of the questionnaire number and find the
same number in the table below.

3. Look along the row of the last person in the list. Where this
meets the column of the last digit of the questionnaire number
is the number of the person to be interviewed.

4. Refer back to the list of household members and ask to speak to
the personwhose number is the same as the one you have taken
out of the kish grid. If that person is not at home, you must
arrange to call a second and third time to interview that indi-
vidual. If he/she is not there on the third occasion, you should
select another adult in the household by taking the number in
the kish grid directly above the number of the preselected
person on even number dates or directly below on odd number
dates. If that person is not available, go to another household
and record details on contact sheet.
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Appendix D. Balance check results and justification
Variable Range Panel 1: Mean per treatment Panel 2: Mean per group

Name (control) Name & photo Name & party Name, party & photo p Photos No photos p

Demographics
Female 0e1 .47 .49 .63 .54 .34 .51 .53 .78
Age 18e88 37.48 40.14 32.18 31.52 .00 36.51 35.52 .58
Wealth index 0e5 1.66 1.69 1.70 1.70 .99 1.69 1.67 .99

Ethnicity
Iteso 0e1 .60 .66 .65 .63 .85 .65 .62 .63
Kumam 0e1 .40 .34 .35 .38 .85 .35 .38 .63

Past political participation
Voted 2006? 0e1 .66 .68 .61 .54 .36 .62 .64 .67
Used assistance when voting? 0e1 .16 .10 .07 .07 .56 .09 .13 .46
NRM presidential vote 0e1 .61 .47 .50 .50 .52 .48 .57 .26
FDC presidential vote 0e1 .35 .51 .50 .50 .34 .51 .40 .20

Education & knowledge
Education 1e9 3.64 3.71 3.80 3.74 .96 3.73 3.70 .91
Political knowledge index 0e8 2.23 2.35 2.52 2.11 .46 2.25 2.34 .59
Read English? 0e1 .56 .52 .48 .57 .77 .54 .53 .84
Listen radio news (frequency) 0e3 2.00 1.86 1.78 2.00 .73 1.92 1.92 .98
Read newspaper (frequency) 0e3 .26 .31 .24 .41 .33 .35 .25 .49
Watch TV news (frequency) 0e3 .05 .19 .09 .11 .36 .15 .07 .19

Notes: The right-hand column in panel 1 reports results from tests of relationships between variables of interest and the four treatment categories. For these checks, ANOVA
tests were conducted for continuous variables, Chi-square tests for categorical and dummy variables, and KruskaleWallis tests for ordinal variables. Panel 2 reports means for
treatments categorized into photo and no-photo groups. For comparisons between photo and no-photo groups, t-tests were conducted for continuous variables, Chi-square
tests for categorical and dummy variables, and WilcoxoneManneWhitney tests for ordinal variables.
We report on balance checks for fifteen variables, which we
included because we did not expect them to be affected by the
treatments. These variables included demographic measures (i.e.,
sex, age, wealth), ethnic dummies (i.e., Iteso, Kumam), and past
political leanings (i.e., 2006 presidential vote for NRM and FDC).

We also check for balance on variables that might have affected
individuals' abilities to complete ballots of different types, such as
education, participation in the 2006 election, need for assistance
when casting a ballot in the 2006 election, ability to read English
(the language in which instructions on ballots are printed), and
consumption of various types of mass media (i.e., radio, newspaper,
and television). We also check for balance on an index measuring
political knowledge, whichwe construct frommeasures of subjects'
abilities to 1) identify whether or not a presidential candidate
needs a majority to win (he/she does); 2) name the Soroti County
Member of Parliament (Peter Omolo); 3) name the Soroti District
chairperson (Stephen Ochola); 4) identify the party with the most
seats in Parliament (the NRM); and 5e8) name whether the DP,
NRM, FDC, and UPCwere eachmembers of the opposition coalition,
Inter-Party Cooperation (from that list, only FDC was).

Question wordings for variables included in the balance checks
are listed in Appendix E.
Appendix E. English-language question wordings

Dependent variables

Respondent ethnic identity
What is your tribal identity? [Options not read].
Let's suppose that you had to choose between being a Ugandan
and being a [respondent's tribal group]. Which of the following
statements best expresses your feelings?

–I feel only Ugandan
–I feel more Ugandan than [respondent's ethnic group]
–I feel equally Ugandan and [respondent's ethnic group]
–I feel more [respondent's ethnic group] than Ugandan
–I feel only [respondent's ethnic group]
Assessment of candidate ethnicity
What would you say is the tribe of this candidate? [Options not

read].
Controls

Age
How old are you?
English-language reading comprehension
I am going to read you a list of languages. Please tell mewhether

you read each one. English.
Variables for additional checks

Education
What is the highest level of education that you have completed?

[Options not read].



Mean Std.
Dev.

Min. Max.

Variables for Main Analyses
Votes for coethnic candidates .84 .79 0 2
Importance of ethnic over national identity 2.02 1.06 0 4
Correct coding of candidates' ethnicities 8.06 3.20 0 15

Variables for Additional Tests
Knowledge of preferred candidates 1.09 .80 0 2
Knowledge of non-preferred candidates 6.96 2.99 0 13
Knowledge of major-party candidates 2.25 1.13 0 4
Knowledge of minor-party & independent
candidates

5.81 2.74 0 11

Number of marked ballots 1.75 .62 0 2
Reported ease of reading ballot 2.39 .73 1 3
Number of votes for copartisans 1.04 .78 0 2
Vote same party in 2006 & 2011
(MP contest)

.53 .51 0 1

Vote Omolo in 2006 & 2011 (MP contest) .52 .50 0 1
Voting for non-copartisan (LCV contest) .32 .47 0 1

(A) Ethnic voting (B) Priming (C) Learning

Photographs .47 (.23)** .47 (.25)* .02 (.40)
Party Cues �.25 (.24) �.31 (.25) .39 (.41)
Constant 7.89 (.33)
Cut Points �.28 (.20) �1.74 (.24)

1.29 (.21) �1.39 (.23)
1.31 (.22)
2.38 (.27)

N 256 256 256
Model ologit ologit ols

Notes: Cell entries represent coefficient estimates followed by standard errors in
parentheses. Outcome variables are: (A) votes for coethnic candidates; (B) impor-
tance of ethnic vis-�a-vis national identity; and (C) correct coding of candidates'
ethnicities. Results are for the MP and district chairperson candidates. Respondents
who were neither Iteso nor Kumam were dropped from the analysis for each of the
three outcomes.*p < .10, **p < .05, ***p < .01 (two-tailed tests).
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Political knowledge
Do you happen to know what percentage of votes a

candidate has to win in this country to be elected to the
presidency? Does the candidate have to receive more than
half of all the votes cast, or just one more than any other
candidate?

And do you know who is the current Member of Parliament for
this constituency? [Options not read].

Can you tell me what party has the most seats (members) in the
Parliament at the moment? [Options not read].

Do you know the name of your District Chairperson? [Options
not read].

I am going to read you a list of parties. Can you please tell me
which ones are members of the Inter-Party Cooperation, or IPC.

–Democratic Party, or DP
–Forum for Democratic Change, or FDC
–National Resistance Movement, or NRM
–Uganda People's Congress, or UPC

Favored party
I am going to read you a list of parties. Please tell me to

which ONE you feel closest, or don't you feel closest to any?
Democratic Party or DP, Forum for Democratic Change or FDC,
National Resistance Movement or NRM, People's Development
Party or PDP, People's Progressive Party or PPP, Uganda Federal
Alliance or UFA, Uganda People's Congress or UPC, Other, or
None?

2006 Vote
Did you vote in the national elections in 2006?
What was the party of the candidate you voted for for Member

of Parliament in 2006? [Options not read].

Ease of reading ballot
How difficult was it for you to read the names on the ballot?

Could not read, Could read a little with difficulty, or Could not read
easily.

Other variables for balance checks

Wealth
I am going to read you a list of items. Please tell me which ones

your household owns. A radio? A television? A mobile phone? A
bicycle or motorcycle? A motor vehicle?

2006 Vote assistance
Did you bring someone into the voting booth with you to help

you vote in 2006?

2006 Vote
What was the party of the candidate you voted for for president

in 2006? [Options not read].

Radio news consumption
Do you ever get your news from the radio? [If “yes,” follow up]: I

am going to read you a list of radio stations. For each, please tell me
how often you listened to it in the last week. Did you listen to it
every day, almost every day, one or two days, or not at all this
week?
Newspaper news consumption
This last week, about how often do you think you got news

from a newspaper? Do you think you got news from a newspaper
every day, almost every day, one or two days, or not at all this
week?
Television news consumption
This last week, about how often do you think you got news

from television? Do you think you got news from television
every day, almost every day, one or two days, or not at all this
week?
Appendix F. Descriptive statistics for dependent variables
Appendix G. Regression analyses, without subject-level
controls
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Appendix H. Additional tests
H Ethnic voting
(Interaction with
literacy)

I Ethnic voting
(Interaction with
political sophistication)

J Number of
votes for
copartisans

K Vote same party in
2006 & 2011 (MP
contest)

L Vote for Omolo in
2006 & 2011 (MP
contest)

M Voting for non-
copartisan (LCV
contest)

N Ethnic voting
(Interaction with
ethnicity)

Photographs .77 (.37)** .73 (.33)** .03 (.27) .13 (.36) .09 (.45) .99 (.58)* 1.09 (.40)***
Reads English .20 (.37) �.04 (.26) .94 (.28)*** .34 (.38) .36 (.48) �1.10 (.59)* .01 (.26)
Photos x Reads English �.36 (.49)
Sophistication .33 (.36)
Photos x sophistication �.34 (.50)
Party Cues �.50 (.26)* �.53 (.26)** .83 (.29)*** .58 (.38) .49 (.48) �.58 (.56) �.54 (.26)**
Female �.05 (.25) �.04 (.25) �.14 (.28) .15 (.38) .05 (.49) �.21 (.57) �.04 (.25)
Age �.03 (.01)*** �.03 (.01)*** .00 (.01) .01 (.01) �.00 (.02) .03 (.02) �.03 (.01)***
Iteso �1.54 (.26)*** �1.56 (.26)*** .12 (.28) �.62 (.37)* �.93 (.44)** �2.12 (.59)*** �1.13 (.36)***
Iteso x Photos �.83 (.51)
Constant �.62 (.75) .10 (.89) �.18 (1.17)
Cut Points �2.42 (.56) �2.43 (.55) �.10 (.53) �2.33 (.55)

�.58 (.54) �.59 (.53) 1.74 (.55) �.48 (.53)
N 255 255 198 135 92 85 255
Model ologit ologit ologit logit logit logit ologit

Notes: Cell entries represent coefficient estimates followed by standard errors in parentheses. Respondents who were neither Iteso nor Kumam were dropped from the
analysis for all outcomes * p < .10, **p < .05, ***p < .01 (two-tailed tests).

A Ethnic voting
(Interaction with party
cues)

B Knowledge of
preferred
candidates

C Knowledge of non-
preferred candidates

D Knowledge of
major-party
candidates

E Knowledge of minor-party
& independent candidates

F Number of
marked
ballots

G Reported ease
of reading ballots

Photographs 1.06 (.45)** �.00 (.23) .06 (.38) .17 (.23) �.08 (.35) .14 (.36) .21 (.29)
Party Cues �.17 (.46) .28 (.25) .26 (.40) .44 (.24)* .11 (.37) .58 (.41) �.02 (.30)
Photos x Party

Cues
�.65 (.68)

Female �.12 (.35) �.24 (.24) �.66 (.39)* �.48 (.24)** �.48 (.36) .18 (.37) �1.07 (.30)***
Age �.03 (.01)*** �.02 (.01)* �.00 (.01) .02 (.01)** �.02 (.01) �.02 (.01)* �.05 (.01)***
Iteso �1.19 (.34)*** �.44 (.24)* �.15 (.39) �.65 (.24)*** .05 (.36) �.23 (.38) .34 (.30)
Reads English .32 (.35) .30 (.25) .21 (.40) .25 (.24) .18 (.36) .64 (.38)* 2.28 (.32)***
Constant 7.21 (.77) 6.61 (.70)
Cut Points �2.09 (.69) �1.70 (.49) �2.33 (.50) �2.60 (.71) �3.21 (.62)

�.35 (.67) �.14 (.47) �.63 (.46) �2.06 (.70) �.81 (.57)
.67 (.46)
2.32 (.48)

N 143 255 255 255 255 255 237
Model ologit ologit ols ologit ols ologit ologit

Notes: Cell entries represent coefficient estimates followed by standard errors in parentheses. Respondents who were neither Iteso nor Kumam were dropped from the
analysis for all outcomes.*p < .10, **p < .05, ***p < .01 (two-tailed tests).
A: Interaction with party cues

Dependent variable is the number of coethnics (in the MP and
district chair races) for whom the subject voted. Analysis only
conducted on subjects who had an equal chance of being assigned
to all four treatments.

B: Knowledge of preferred candidates

Dependent variable measures the number of candidates (for the
MP and district chair races) for whom the subject “voted” later
correctly identified by the subject in regards to ethnic identity.

C. Knowledge of non-preferred candidates

Dependent variable measures the number of candidates (for the
MP and district chair races) for whom the subject did not vote later
correctly identified by the subject in regards to ethnic identity.
D: Knowledge of major-party candidates

Dependent variable measures the number of candidates (for the
MP and district chair races) from major parties (i.e., the NRM and
FDC) correctly identified by the subject in regards to ethnic identity.
E. Knowledge of minor-party & independent candidates

Dependent variable measures the number of candidates (for MP
and district chair races) not from major parties correctly identified
by the subject in regards to ethnic identity.
F: Number of marked ballots

Dependent variable measures the number of ballots (for the MP
and district chair races) on which the subject registered a
preference.



(A) Ethnic voting (B) Learning

Photographs .54 (.21)*** .02 (.20)
Party Cues �.41 (.22)* .19 (.21)
District chair contest .11 (.18) �1.90 (.11)***
Female �.05 (.21) �.38 (.21)*
Age �.03 (.01)*** �.00 (.01)
Iteso �1.31 (.21)*** �.17 (.21)
Reads English .01 (.23) .16 (.20)
Constant 1.30 (.47) 5.26 (.40)
N 510 510
Model logit ols

Notes: Cell entries represent coefficient estimates followed by standard errors in
parentheses. Outcome variables are: (A) votes for coethnic candidates; and (B)
correct coding of candidates' ethnicities. Results are for the MP and district chair-
person candidates. Includes control for district chair contest (0 ¼ MP contest).
Standard errors clustered by subject. Respondents who were neither Iteso nor
Kumam were dropped from the analysis for both outcomes * p < .10, **p < .05,
***p < .01 (two-tailed tests).
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G: Reported ease reading ballots

Dependent variable measures subject's self-reported ease of
reading ballots after completed exercise.

H: Interaction with literacy

Dependent variable is the number of coethnics (in the MP and
district chair races) for whom the subject voted.

I: Interaction with political sophistication

Dependent variable is the number of coethnics (in the MP
and district chair races) for whom the subject voted. Political
sophistication is operationalized by creating an index of polit-
ical knowledge. Subjects were asked if they could identify 1)
whether the presidential winner needs to win a majority or
simply a plurality (a majority is necessary), 2) the majority
party in Parliament (the NRM), 3) the Soroti County MP
(Omolo), 4) the Soroti District chair (Stephen Ochola), and
whether the 5) DP, 6) FDC, 7) NRM, and 8) UPC were members
of the Inter-Party Cooperation (only the FDC was). Subjects
who answered who scored greater than a two on the scale
(28.9% of the analysis sample) were coded as having high po-
litical sophistication.

J: Number of votes for copartisans

Dependent variable measures number of copartisans (for the
MP and district chair races) for whom the subject voted. Analysis
only conducted on subjects who reported being close to the NRM,
FDC, or UPC, as these were the only parties that fielded candidates
in both races.

K: Vote for same party in 2006 & 2011

Dependent variable indicates whether the subject reported
voting for the same party (for the MP race) in both 2006 and 2011.
Analysis only conducted on subjects who reported having voted for
a candidate from the NRM, FDC, UPC, or DP in 2006, as these were
the only parties that fielded candidates in the MP race 2006 and
2011.

L: Vote for Omolo in 2006 & 2011

Dependent variable indicates whether the subject reported
voting for Peter Omolo (FDC candidate for Soroti County MP) in
2006 and 2011. Analysis only conducted on subjects who reported
having voted for FDC in MP contest in 2006.

M: Vote for non-copartisan

Dependent variable indicates whether subject voted for a non-
copartisan in the district chair race. Analysis only conducted on
cross-pressured subjects (i.e., those who could not support both a
copartisan and a coethnic).

N: Interaction with ethnicity

Dependent variable is the number of coethnics (in the MP and
district chair races) for whom the subject voted.
Appendix I. Analyses, with subject-election as unit of analysis
Appendix J. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electstud.2016.01.010.
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